CERTIFICATION OF EMERGENCY RULES
FILED WITH LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
OTHNI LATHRAM, DIRECTOR

Pursuant to Code of Alabama 1975, §§41-22-5(b) and 41-22-6(c)(2) a. and b.

I certify that the attached emergency (amendment, new rule, new chapter, repeal or adoption by reference) is a correct copy as promulgated and adopted on the 31 day of March 2020.

AGENCY NAME: Alabama State Board of Social Work Examiners

RULE NO. AND TITLE: 850-X-7-.02(01)ER

EFFECTIVE DATE OF RULE: 03/31/2020

EXPIRATION DATE (If less than 120 days):

NATURE OF EMERGENCY: Allow licensees to earn required CE hours during their grace period for the next 120 days.

STATUTORY AUTHORITY: 34-30-57

SUBJECT OF RULE TO BE ADOPTED ON PERMANENT BASIS YES NO -X

NAME, ADDRESS, AND TELEPHONE NUMBER OF PERSON TO CONTACT FOR COPY OF RULE:

Rachel Dickinson
100 North Union Street, Suite 736, Montgomery, 36130
334-242-5860

Signature of officer authorized to promulgate and adopt rules and regulations or his or her deputy

FILING DATE
(For APA Use Only)
Authority to Allow Licensees to Earn Required Continuing Education During the 60 Day Grace Period. Licensees at all levels can earn their required continuing education during the sixty (60) day expiration of the license over the course of the next 120 days.

Author: Alabama State Board of Social Work Examiners
